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29 foot radius centrifuge with 20 revolutions per minute 
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Compute a “TBI Impairment Index” based on z-scores for 34 TBI patients (red) and 
41 control subjects (green). 




-  It requires only about 15 minutes. 
-  This approach may be a useful quantitative screening test for pathological states. 
-  Specific deficits may show characteristic patterns across different metrics. 
-  Example: Degenerative retinal disease may show prolonged pursuit latency but 
unimpaired steady-state tracking. 
-  Example: Schizophrenia may show normal pursuit latency but low open-loop 
acceleration. 
-  Multidimensionality provides a relatively high overall sensitivity. 
Summary 
Patent	9,730,582	awarded	in	2017.	
Liston DB and Stone LS (2014) Oculometric assessment of dynamic visual processing.  Journal of Vision, 14: 1-17. 
Liston DB, Wong LR and Stone LS (2017) Oculometric Assessment of Sensorimotor Impairment Associated with TBI.  
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